Appendix

Report and Article Summaries
As mentioned in the Introduction in Volume 1, this report from the Commission on
Government Technology Opportunity in the 21st Century is the latest of many studies that
examine and recommend improvements to the Federal Government’s IT acquisition
process.
What makes this study distinctive is that it focuses not only on recommendations for
improving the process, but also on specific actions that OMB, individual agencies, and
industry can take to overcome obstacles that have impeded the implementation of similar
recommendations in the past. Thus, while contributing a new perspective, this report also
owes much to and draws much from previous reports as well as articles from a variety of
publications that have focused on similar issues. These publications are listed in Figure A-1
and summarized in the pages that follow.
Figure A-1 Reports and Articles Reviewed and Summarized
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2010 National Research Council - Achieving Effective Acquisition of IT in the DoD
2010 - GAO Executive Guide: Maximizing the Success of Chief Information Officers – Learning from
Leading Organizations
2010 Executive Office of the President OMB – Vivek Kundra Remarks on IT Reform
2010 OMB – Memo on Immediate Review of Financial Systems IT Projects
2010 US House Armed Services Committee Panel – Defense Acquisition Reform, Findings and
Recommendations
2010 TechAmerica – Recommendations on Information Technology Acquisition Reform Presented to the
Defense Acquisition Reform Panel of the House Armed Services Committee
2009 IT Acquisition Advisory Council – A Roadmap for Sustainable IT Acquisition Reform: Draft
Congressional Summary
2009 Interoperability Clearinghouse – Streamlining and Assuring the IT Acquisition Process
2009 GAO – DoD Needs to Strengthen Management of its Statutorily Mandated Software and System
Process Improvement Efforts
2009 Industry Advisory Council, Transition Study Group – Enabling Federal IT Innovation and Results
through Strategic Buying and Management
2009 MITRE – IT Acquisition: A Common Sense Approach
2009 Defense Science Board – Task Force on DoD Policies and Procedures for the Acquisition of
Information Technology
2008 The Council for Excellence in Government: Delivering Program Results - Improving Government
Performance and Delivery
2008 DISA – Cooperative Review from Business Executives for National Security
2008 GAO – OMB and Agencies Need to Improve Planning, Management and Oversight of Projects
Totaling Billions of Dollars
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Figure A-1 Reports and Articles Reviewed and Summarized
16. 2008 Association for Enterprise Integration – Industry Recommendations for DoD Acquisition of
Information Services and SOA Systems
17. 2007 GSA Acquisition Advisory Panel – Report to the Office of Federal Procurement Policy and the U.S.
Congress
18. 2004 GAO Executive Guide: Information Technology Investment Management – Framework for Assessing
and Improving Process Maturity
19. 2003 GAO IT Training – Practices of Leading Private Sector Companies
20. 1997 GAO Accounting and Information Management: Assessing Risk and Returns – A Guide for Evaluating
Federal Agencies’ IT Investment Decision Making
21. 1996 GAO Information Technology: Best Practices Can Improve Performance and Produce Results
22. 1992 GAO Information Management and Technology Division: Information Technology – An Audit Guide
for Assessing Acquisition Risks

Articles
23. 2010 CIO Council Vivek Kundra Speech Brookings Institution: “Economic Gains of Cloud Computing”
24. 2010 DAU: Lt Col Joseph W. Carl, USAF (Ret) and Col George Richard Freeman, USAFR (Ret.) –
Nonstationary Root Causes of Cobb’s Paradox
25. 2008 OMB – FEA Assessment Framework 3.0
26. 2008 CIO – Practical Guide to Federal Service Oriented Architecture
27. 2008 PMI Global Congress Proceedings – Avoiding Black Swans: Managing Risks Using the PERIL Database
28. 2007 FEA Consolidated Reference Model Document v2.3
29. 2006 Rao R. Tummala – Moore’s Law Meets Its Match
30. 2005 OMB – Karen Evans Memo for CIOs: Improving IT Project Planning and Execution
31. 2003 ITRB – Balanced Approach to Managing Information Risk in an Unfriendly World
32. 2003 CIO Council – Workforce & Human Capital for IT Committee
33. 2002 OMB – President’s Management Agenda
34. 2002 E-Gov Report – Creating a performance based electronic government
35. 2002 DOL IT Project Management
36. 2002 OMB – Circular No. A-11 Section 300: Planning, budgeting, acquisition and management of capital
assets
37. 2001 MITRE – Federal Pilot Architecture Project Analysis and Lessons Learned
38. 1998 ITRB – Lessons Learned
39. 1998 ITRB – IT Brain Drain Report
40. 1996 White House – Executive Order 13011 Federal Information Technology
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Report Summaries
Achieving Effective Acquisition of Information Technology in the
Department of Defense
Committee on Improving Processes and Policies for the Acquisition and Test of Information
Technologies in the Department of Defense
Authoring Organizations
Computer Science and Telecommunications Board
Division on Engineering and Physical Sciences
Report presented (2010) by National Research Council, Achieving Effective Acquisition of
Information Technology in the Department of Defense available at:
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12823
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to determine the current state of IT development and
deployment in the DoD environment.
Findings
The application of the current weapons-based IT acquisition process has a number of
deleterious effects on the DoD’s ability to deliver needed end-user capability.
The current DoD approach to IT acquisition hasn’t been broadly successful in delivering
needed capability in a timely manner. To leverage the potential of IT fully, it is essential
that the DoD not simply alter a process that has repeatedly failed. Instead, it should adopt a
new process tailored specifically to IT system acquisition. Full commitment to this change
will touch every aspect of the DoD culture, its processes, and its workforce.
Recommendations
Many studies have recommended reforms to the defense acquisition system—that is, the
institutions, processes, and rules that govern the development, procurement, testing, and
fielding of new capabilities. Many recommended reforms have focused on IT acquisition
and concluded that there is a need for a unique acquisition process for IT. This study
reaches the same fundamental conclusion but adds another aspect of the differing types of
IT systems and offers a suggested acquisition process for each.
Overall a new acquisition process needs to be adopted that is tailored for IT systems.
Within the development process of the new system an iterative, incremental approach
needs to be implemented. Moreover, testing needs to be continuous and involve the end
users early.
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GAO Executive Guide: Maximizing the Success of Chief Information
Officers – Learning from Leading Organizations
Authoring Organization
Government Accountability Office, GAO-01-376G
2010 Guide Available at: http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d01376g.pdf
Purpose
This guide is intended to assist federal agencies in maximizing the success of CIOs.
Principles and practices gleaned from the case studies presented in the guide offer concrete
suggestions on what agency executives can do to ensure the effectiveness of their CIO
organizations.
Findings
Even with the guidance provided by OMB for establishing the new IT management
leadership positions, agencies face distinct challenges in effectively positioning federal CIOs
and supporting organizations to ensure that information management adds value in their
business/mission performance. CIOs in the federal sector face many challenges as a result
of specific legislative responsibilities (e.g. records management). The federal CIO is also
subject to a funding process that is more complex and uncertain than in most other
organizations. The effect of the appropriations process and the highly distributed
management structures found in several federal agencies tend to move some of the control
of processes having to do with information management away from the CIO.
Recommendations
OMB interviewed CIOs of leading organizations and has recommended a list of key
principles of information management believed to contribute to the successful execution of
CIO responsibilities. The first principle is to recognize the role of information management
in creating value. Information management organizational functions and processes should
be incorporated into the overall business process. Mechanisms and structures should also
be adopted that facilitate an understanding of information management and its impact on
the organization’s overall strategic direction.
The second principle is to position the CIO for Success. The CIO model should be consistent
with organizational and business needs. The roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of
the CIO position should be clearly defined. The CIO should have the right technical and
management skills to meet business needs. The CIO should also be a full participant of the
executive management team.
The third principle is to ensure the credibility of the CIO organizations. The CIO should
have a legitimate and influential role in leading top managers to apply information
management to meet business objectives. The CIO should have the commitment of line
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management and its cooperation and trust in carrying out projects and initiatives. The CIO
should also accomplish quick, high-impact and visible successes in balance with longer
term strategies. Finally, the CIO should learn from and partner with successful leaders in
the external information management community.
The fourth principle involves measuring success and demonstrating results. The managers
should engage both their internal and external partners and customers when defining
measures. Management at all levels should ensure that technical measures are balanced
with business measures. Managers should also continually work at establishing active
feedback between performance measures and businesses
The last principle is to organize information resources to meet business needs. The CIO
organization should have a clear understanding of its responsibilities in meeting business
needs. The structure of the CIO organization should be flexible enough to adapt to
changing business needs. Outsourcing decisions should be made based on business
requirements and the CIO organization’s human capital strategy.

Executive Office of the President OMB – Vivek Kundra Remarks on IT
Reform
Members
Federal CIO Council
Delivered September 20, 2010 and available at: http://www.cio.gov/documents/ITManagement-Federal-CIO-Council.pdf
Purpose
Vivek Kundra discusses actions taken to reduce wasteful spending and ongoing efforts to
reform Federal IT.
Findings
Although numerous laws, regulations and policies have been established to improve the
way the Federal Government manages it’s IT investments, we continue to see major IT
projects fail due to a lack of execution. Many examples were cited including the Defense
Integrated Military Human Resources System (DIMHRS) which was canceled Feb 2010
after 10 years of development and approximately $850M spent and the VA Financial and
Logistics Integrated technology Enterprise (FLITE) initiative which was canceled twice.
Another example of wasteful spending involves Department of State who has spent $133M
amassing a total of 50 shelf feet or 95.000 pages of security documentation for almost 150
major IT systems.
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Many regulations were passed to improve IT management in the Government. Several
highlighted include Brooks Act in 1965 which provide for the economic and efficient
purchase, lease, maintenance, operation and utilization of what was then referred to as
automatic data processing equipment. The Clinger Cohen Act of 1996 established the role
of CIO at Federal agencies, reporting to agency head and directed agencies to establish and
use performance based, outcome focused management tools and techniques to improve
operations and provide agencies with new authorities for acquiring IT. E-Government Act
of 2002 established Federal CIO Council to share best practices and collaborate on IT
projects government wide and created Office of E-Government and IT to set direction and
provide overall leadership for the Federal IT community.
Recommendations
Vivek Kundra recommends a 3-part strategy to address problems plaguing Federal IT. The
first is to harness the power of transparency and build public facing dashboard to provide
information on the over 7,000 Federal IT investments. The second is to make tough
decisions to halt, turn around, or terminate failing investments and create culture of
relentless accountability. The last strategy recommended includes focusing on reforming
structural deficiencies that lead to and perpetuate failures in Federal IT, in areas such as
governance, procurement, personnel and budgeting.

Immediate Review of Financial Systems IT Projects
Members
Peter Orszag, Director, Office of Management and Budget
Memo (M-10-26) sent on June 28, 2010 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies
and available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/assets/memoranda_2010/m-10-26.pdf
Purpose
Federal Information Technology (IT) projects too often cost more than they should, take
longer than necessary to deploy, and deliver solutions that do not meet federal government
business needs.
Agencies are especially having problems with financial IT systems, and need to focus on
those that are underperforming cost, schedule, and performance.
Findings
Financial system modernization projects in the federal government have become too large
and complex. Agencies experience: cost overruns, delays in planned deployment, and
persistently fall short of planned functionality and efficiencies once deployed.
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Two root causes:
 Too big: Large scale modernization efforts are leading to complex project
management requirements
 Too slow: By the time lengthy projects are complete, they are technologically
obsolete
The response needed: OMB shall re-examine agencies’ lengthy investments in financial
system modernization in favor of shorter term, lower cost, easier to manage solutions.
Recommendations
OMB has recommended the following actions to federal government agencies, and will
immediately halt new procurement, pending these items:
OMB will set guiding principles for acquisition and project management. IT projects can be
split into smaller, simpler segments with clear deliverables; focusing on the most critical
needs first; to create ongoing, transparent project oversight from sr. management.
OMB will immediately review current agency projects over $20M. Agencies will deliver
revised project plans within 60 days for review. Future reviews will be established to
review project status as necessary through FY12. Beginning in 1Q FY11, financial system
investment will be apportioned consistent with a segmented approach. Going forward, an
internal Financial Systems Advisory Board will be established to facilitate these reviews.
OMB will clarify and update OMB policies on: financial management shared services,
financial system standards, and financial software testing and certification. OMB supports
shared service arrangement when cost effective, but will no longer mandate them in all
cases for financial management systems. OMB will update existing requirements, and issue
guidance on how agencies and auditors will assess compliance with new requirements; to
provide additional flexibility for federal agencies to initiate smaller scale financial
modernizations. The (FSIO) Financial Systems Integration Office will remove requirement
for certification program, which is not needed for the given risk, and caused past delays.
Shifting the accountability for software performance to the vendor through selfcertification will make contractors clearly accountable for delivering what they promise.
The overall objective of OMB is to reduce the cost, risk, and complexity of financial system
modernization.
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House Armed Services Committee Panel on Defense Acquisition Reform
Findings and Recommendations
Panel Member
Rob Andrews, NJ, Chairman
Jim Cooper, TN
Brad Ellsworth, IN
Joe Sestak, PA

Mike Conaway, TX, Ranking Member
Duncan Hunter, CA
Mike Coffman, CO

Report presented March 23, 2010 to the House Armed Services Committee available at:
http://armedservices.house.gov/pdfs/DARFINALREPORT/DARFINALREPORT032310.pdf.
Purpose
The panel addresses the feeling that DoD’s acquisition system was not responsive enough
to today’s mission needs, not rigorous enough in protecting taxpayers, and not disciplined
enough in the acquisition of weapons systems for tomorrow’s wars.
Findings
The panel found that the defense acquisition system has not kept pace with changes. The
current system is primarily structured for acquisition of weapon systems during a time
when services represent a much larger share of the Department’s acquisitions. This led to
an acquisition policy that has limited application to the majority of the Department’s
acquisitions. The acquisition system is poorly designed for information technology
acquisition. The system continues to generate development timeframes for major systems
measured in decades, an approach which has resulted in unacceptable cost growth,
negative effects on industry, and in too many cases, a failure to timely meet warfighter
needs.
Recommendations
Defense acquisition needs an alternative process that includes clear performance
metrics at an enterprise level, ongoing dialogue during technology development
process between system developers, and a clear understanding of technical
possibilities, warfighters, requirements, and issues. The department should foster
an open architecture (OA) approach as well as develop a plan to strengthen the IT
acquisition workforce. It is also recommended that the department explore the
feasibility of developing dedicated cadres of acquisition professionals devoted to IT.
Moreover, milestones and decision points of the alternative process should be more
consistent with commercial product development for IT. Also, the new process will affect
congressionally-mandated reporting requirements and may require significant revisions to
broader laws (Federal Information Security Management Act and the Clinger-Cohen Act).
New test and evaluation approaches need to be developed that merge developmental and
operational testing in a parallel fashion. IT acquisition should place greater emphasis on
up-front market analysis to better leverage limited funds to buy good solutions from the
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commercial market. Lastly, the DoD should conduct a more rigorous analysis of
contracting mechanisms and contract incentive structures.

Recommendations on Information Technology Acquisition Reform
Members
TechAmerica
Report presented on February 23, 2010 to Defense Acquisition Reform Panel of the House
Armed Services Committee and available at:
http://www.techamerica.org/Docs/fileManager.cfm?f=final_techamerica_recommedations
_on_it_acquisition_reform_20100225.pdf
Purpose
This paper outlines TechAmerica’s observations of the Department of Defense’s (DoD) use
of the federal information technology acquisition process and, in light of the dynamic
nature of the global market for commercial information technology (IT), whether that
process is structured appropriately for DoD’s acquisition of IT products, services, and
systems.
Findings
There are significant differences in commercial item acquisition practices as benefits that
distinguish the private and public sectors. These benefits include:
 Access to state-of-the art technology and products
 Savings on limited financial resources for research and development
 Establishment of a market price as a price analysis tool
 Reduced economic risk associated with developing new items
 Increased competition
If unique requirements exist in the government market, the costs associated with those
requirements could present a barrier to vendor participation. DoD risks losing market
pressure on prices and access to innovation. DoD faces the challenge of updating its
procurement regime to address new global realities surrounding commercial trade. A
systemic process impediment to the rapid acquisition of commercial IT is the absence in
the commercial marketplace of mandatory competition rules that are at the heart of every
government competition.
In the last decade, these three major factors listed below have increased the workload on
the acquisition workforce:



Conduct of two major war efforts
Massive changes in the federal governmental structure as the new Department of
Homeland Security and other agencies after 9/11 were stood up
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IT modernization efforts to affect organizational improvements in efficiency and
effectiveness

Recommendations
TechAmerica recommends developing within the DoD Acquisition Workforce a Cadre of IT
Professionals that understand the complexities of technology. In DoD, this cadre would
provide the department with the necessary skills and capabilities to understand the
technologies available to address mission needs, identify solutions to meet mission
requirements, efficiently develop requirements that meet those needs and then keep pace
with technologies as innovation advances.
TechAmerica also recommends changing the risk adverse culture to empower procurement
professionals. Unproductive oversight can foster a risk adverse culture that limits
constructive communication and stifles the creativity and innovation so vital to successful
organizations and programs. It is also recommended to increase the number of Acquisition
professionals and to educate and train Acquisition professionals in the commercial IT
space. TechAmerica supports efforts to enhance the Acquisition workforce and believes
that a focus on skills from the IT sector would enhance the government ability to identify
return on investment in their IT acquisitions.

A Roadmap for Sustainable IT Acquisition Reform: A Transformational
Guide for the 44th President and out IT Leadership: Draft Congressional
Summary, Volume I
Authoring Group
Information Technology Acquisition Advisory Council
Report presented (2009) by Information Technology Acquisition Advisory Council, A
Roadmap for Sustainable IT Acquisition Reform: Draft Congressional Summary available at:
http://www.it-aac.org/images/ITAACRoadmapCongSumv1.pdf
Purpose
This report has been written to inform the administration leadership and career leaders on
the specific challenges agencies face in executing existing IT policy and agency mission
objectives. Offer potential solutions for a way ahead in the form of an implementation
roadmap, gap analysis, and leading practices that have already demonstrated to be
effective.
Findings
The report highlights echo many other reports discussing the need for a more agile nonweapon system acquisition approach to IT. Specifically, the group states “We cannot
develop the desired application and information agility needed to support modern
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warfare if we continue to apply Wave 2 processes where Wave 3 would be far
quicker and more effective.”
Wave 2 (Network, Decentralized) consists of a self directed IT administrator (directing
software upgrades, printer driver installations, and communications parameters) where in
Wave 3 (Internet, Cloud) is moving toward IT cloud infrastructure that provides the
majority of our applications as software services.
Recommendations
In order to have effective Defense Acquisition DoD should consider adopting a new IT
process, transparency, culture change, leadership (Immediate project manager selection),
oversight (congressional and agency program vision endorsement), a well
Informed/experienced workforce, and value chain optimization (refined participant roles
and responsibilities).

Streamlining and Assuring the IT Acquisition Process: Leveraging the
Architecture Assurance Method
Authoring Group
Interoperability Clearing House IT Acquisition Advisory Council
Panel Members
Kevin Carroll, Director, ICH Fellow
Interoperability Clearinghouse
Vice Chair, IT-AAC
Report presented in 2009 and found at: http://www.ichnet.org/InteropClearinghouseBrief_2009.ppt
Purpose
This presentation highlights the IT Acquisition Process challenges and critical success
factors needed for Acquisition Excellence. This presentation also discusses the policy,
requirements, and innovators value chain.
Findings
The report highlights the IT Acquisition Process Challenge. The current DoD processes are
not optimized for IT procurement. Past studies have found that:




Fast paced IT market undermines traditional government research and assessment
efforts
No body of knowledge from which PM can judge competing IT offerings
Current acquisition mechanisms result in 80% failure rates of major IT programs
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Evidence from early adopters of the Acquisition Assurance Method shows 70%
reduction in cycle times, greater transparency and prevention of over specification.
(AAM implementation results at SAF/XC, Navy PEO C4I, USMC CIO, PTO, GPO, GSA)

Case studies were conducted to analyze assuring transparency and implementation
success. These cases examined streaming the DoD business in the IT Acquisition Process.
The challenges that were addressed are establishing OSD BTA’s Capability Assessment
Method (CAM) and a common and repeatable AF Wide COTS assessment/acquisition
process. The outcome of the case included providing a common, enterprise wide process
designed for leveraging COTS and mechanisms for forcing adoption of 80% solution.

Information Technology – DOD Needs to Strengthen Management of Its
Statutorily Mandated Software and System Process Improvement Efforts
Members
United States Government Accountability Office
Report (GAO-09-888) presented on September 8, 2009 to Congressional Requestors and
available at: http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d09888.pdf
Purpose
The Department of Defense’s acquisition of weapon systems and modernization of business
systems has both been on GAO’s list of high-risk areas since 1995. To assist DOD in
managing software-intensive systems, Section 804 of the Bob Stump National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2003 required the Office of the Secretary of Defense and
DOD component organizations, including the military departments, to undertake certain
software and systems process improvement actions.
As requested, GAO assessed:
 The extent to which DOD has implemented the process improvement provisions of
the act
 The impact of DOD’s process improvement efforts
To do so, GAO analyzed relevant plans, policies, guidance, performance measures, and
reports against statutory requirements and relevant guidance, and interviewed DOD
officials.
Findings
OSD and the military departments have implemented a number of statutory
requirements aimed at improving their processes for acquiring software-intensive
systems. However, they have not satisfied all of their respective statutory
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requirements, or key aspects of relevant SSPI (software and system process
improvement) guidance.
OSD has:
 Issued guidance calling for military departments and defense agencies to implement
process improvement programs
 Revised guidance to emphasize contractor past performance in source selection
decisions
 Established a clearinghouse for software and system acquisition and development
best practices
 Not implemented a requirement in the statute related to overseeing DOD
component organization process improvement programs to ensure compliance with
its guidance
 Not satisfied a key aspect of relevant guidance pertaining to monitoring
organization wide process improvement efforts
According to OSD, process improvement is a component responsibility and thus it does not
view oversight of component SSPI efforts as necessary. Without strong, central leadership
over DOD’s improvement efforts, OSD is not fulfilling key tenets of section 804 and relevant
guidance associated with well-managed software process improvement programs, and has
increased the risk that component process improvement efforts and their impacts are not
being maximized.
The military departments have:
 Established process improvement programs, although two did not do so within the
time frame specified in the statute
 Each has documented processes that address the four key software process areas
cited in the statute, and have taken steps to ensure that key personnel have the
appropriate level of software/system-related experience or training, and to develop
process improvement performance metrics, as required by the statute
 None is using these performance metrics for continuous process improvement, as
provided for in the statute and relevant guidance
 While each has a process governing implementation of key acquisition
requirements, these processes do not fully reflect the range of verification steps
advocated in relevant guidance
Reasons cited for the state of the department’s respective efforts include senior leadership
turnover and not viewing all the statutory requirements as necessary. By not having fully
implemented the statute and relevant guidance, the military departments are not
positioned to maximize the potential of their process improvement efforts.
Neither OSD nor the military departments have measured the impact of their collective or
separate process improvement efforts. Studies by GAO and others continue to identify
system and software acquisition and development process weaknesses, as well as cost,
schedule, and performance shortfalls, across a range of DOD software-intensive programs,
thus suggesting that the potential value of these efforts has yet to be fully realized.
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Recommendations
GAO is making recommendations to the Secretary of Defense aimed at OSD and DOD
components adopting the kind of strategic approach to process improvement embodied in
section 804 and relevant guidance, and reporting to congressional defense committees on
the progress and impacts of doing so. DoD partially agreed with GAO’s recommendations
and described actions to address each.
Partially agreeing with the first recommendation, DoD will formalize the DoD-wide process
improvement activities that it has under way. It will do an analysis comparing these
activities to the section 804 requirements, and develop objectives and a plan to respond to
GAO. DoD does not believe that a DoD-wide strategic plan is needed to meet the section
804 requirements. GAO agrees that section 804 does not require specific technique or
method, and also does not require a strategic plan. However, GAO states that their intent is
aimed at having DoD adopt a more strategic and coordinated approach to SSPI. While the
department’s planned actions to address the recommendations would be part of such an
approach, they alone are not sufficient to GAO. GAO, therefore encourages DoD to fully
implement the recommendation.
DoD partially agreed with GAO’s second recommendation and will periodically report to its
congressional committees on its progress in implementing the section 804 requirements.
However, it stated that the reporting will be limited to its plans for addressing the first
recommendation. Also, DoD stated that their efforts will not extend beyond software
acquisition process improvement; to not include system-related efforts as the report
suggests. GAO recommends (similar to the first) that DoD fully implement the
recommendation.
While GAO supports DOD’s actions, it does not believe they are sufficient to effectively
manage a department wide SSPI program.

Enabling Federal IT Innovation and Results through Strategic Buying
and Management
Authoring Group
Industry Advisory Council: Transition Study Group
Transition Study Group
Mark Forman (Chair), KPMG
Roger Baker (Vice Chair)
Mary Ellen Condon, Booz
Allen Hamilton Judy Douglas, EDS, an HP
Company

Dee Lee, Compusearch
Brien Lorenze, Deloitte
Leslie Steele, InterImage
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Report presented April 30, 2009 by Industry Advisory Council, Transition Study Group,
Enabling Federal IT Innovation and Results through Strategic Buying and Management
available at: http://www.actgov.org/knowledgebank/studies
Purpose
Transition study group recommendations on IT acquisition
Findings
The root cause of most failed IT program acquisitions can be directly linked to the lack of
clarity of requirements and the target state the acquired systems must meet. This in turn
translates to poor acquisition planning, management, execution, and program
implementation. The overarching message is that today the contributions of the IT
acquisition function are constrained by the lack of available skilled resources and isolation,
not by lack of regulations or oversight.
Recommendations
The acquisition workforce must be comprised of cross-functional skill sets that include
management, technical, acquisition and finance. Due to internal federal resource shortfalls, the “blended workforce” of Federal employees and contractor personnel is here to
stay. Program requirements need to be expressed in terms of the desired outcomes and
results. The requirements must be well defined, communicated, and understood by all the
stakeholders. Program success is dependent upon timely and sufficient funding that
supports the entire life-cycle of the program.
The report mentions transparency and the common lack of understanding. The current
efforts to provide process, program and information transparency have generated volumes
of information but nothing relevant and useful. To improve transparency the group
recommends one has to make better and more effective use of Advanced Procurement
Planning (APP) and interactive market research opportunities. Second, the release of
contract-related data has to be more disciplined; the process has to be rigorous. Third,
always reassess the information being gathered and retained in existing data systems.
Also, provide program, performance and contract data for third party product analysis.
Finally, require agencies to timely publish updated data on their upcoming requirements.
Furthermore, increased interactive dialogue between requiring entities and the provider
community is essential in the foundation for understanding program requirements and is
needed to define and constrain the risks of performance, regardless of contract type.
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MITRE, Information Technology Acquisition: A Common Sense Approach
Author
Alfred Grasso
Article presented March – April 2009 available at:
http://www.mitre.org/work/tech_papers/tech_papers_09/atl/atl.pdf.
Purpose
To address IT acquisition challenges the widespread failure of many programs to deliver on
time and on budget.
Findings
This article reflects on three critical challenges facing IT acquisition: governance,
requirements management, and program management practices. Four steps for
improvement are outlined: Focus oversight on best practices, take a portfolio approach to
IT program management, attract and retain critical government professionals, and
strengthen program management offices.
“Some system components become obsolete while the program is still in development.
This pace of technology change requires agile decision making and challenges program
teams to keep their technical skill base current”
Recommendations
The article recommends four strategies to improve IT Acquisition. The first strategy, Focus
Oversight on Success meaning convene OMB-chaired, facilitated workshops on programdelivery topics and to assemble a cross-government “PMO council” (Same concept of the
CFO and CIO councils).
An example of Take a Portfolio Approach is the DoD manages portfolios of programs
grouped by capability giving managers the ability to allocate resources across programs.
Moreover, Attract and Retain Talent involves retaining and immediately increasing the
number of employees focused on “critical skill” areas such as program management,
system engineering, and contracting.
The last strategy is to Strengthen the Program Management Office. A technically strong
PMO can improve the probability of program success by executing the disciplined System
Engineering and Program Management processes necessary to manage risk effectively.
History shows that up-front systems engineering directly affects affordability and
timeliness. No matter how well organized, challenges will arise. The key is how one “rights
the ship” when problems develop.
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Department of Defense Policies and Procedures for the Acquisition of
Information Technology
Members
Defense Science Board Task Force (DSB)
Report presented in March 2009 to the Chairman, Defense Science Board FWD: Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics FWD: Secretary of Defense
and available at: http://www.acq.osd.mil/dsb/reports/ADA498375.pdf
Purpose
At the request of Congress, DSB undertook a review of Department of Defense policies and
procedures for the acquisition of information technology. The findings and
recommendations presented in this report are centered around acquisition and oversight
policies and procedures, roles and responsibilities for acquisition official’s departmentwide, and reporting requirements and testing as they relate to IT acquisition.
Findings
IT acquisitions continue to grow in size, cost, and complexity, and the percentage of
embedded IT in weapon systems is growing. Yet at the same time many IT acquisition
programs have not met expectations and attempts to streamline the acquisition progress
have not been successful. Cycle times continue to lengthen and costs increase. In the view
of the task force, there are two chief causes for these circumstances: (1) there is not
sufficient leadership with proven experience to structure executable programs and (2) the
DOD IT acquisition process is inconsistent with the rapid pace of commercial IT technology
cycles. DOD must take action to remedy these problems.
Recommendations
The development of a new acquisition process, coupled with clear roles and
responsibilities of key decision makers, and an experienced leadership and workforce, are
important elements of the solution.
The task force believes that actions in four main areas will improve the acquisition of
information technology in DOD.
The first area is acquisition policies and process. A new acquisition process for information
technology should be developed—modeled on successful commercial practices, for the
rapid acquisition and continuous upgrade and improvement of IT capabilities.
Another main area is the roles and responsibilities of the CIO. The ASD (NII)/DOD CIO
should have strong authorities and responsibilities for enterprise-wide information policy
vision, architecture, infrastructure, metadata and other standards, spectrum,
interoperability, information assurance, and system engineering.
The third main area is the milestone decision authority roles and responsibilities.
Acquisition authority and expertise in OSD is currently spread across several organizations,
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resulting in a lack of enterprise-wide architecture and coordination. It is recommended to
consolidate all acquisition oversight of information technology under the USD (AT&L). By
moving into that organization, those elements of the ASD (NII)/DOD CIO and Business
Transformation Agency organizations are responsible for IT acquisition oversight.
Finally the last area is acquisition leadership expertise. Acquisition leaders need proven
and relevant business experience in the appropriate areas of acquisition, product
development, and management. Similarly, program managers and program executive
officers need track records of proven success.

The Council for Excellence in Government: Delivering Program Results
Improving Government Performance and Delivery
Members
Alan Balutis, Cisco
Barbara Beach, Management Concepts
Rob Burton, Office of Federal Procurement
Policy Venable
Dan Chenok, Pragmatics
Scott Cragg, Department of Veterans
Affairs
Greg Giddens, Department of Homeland
Security

Norm Lorentz, Council for Excellence in
Government
Fred Thompson, Council for Excellence in
Government
Emory Miller, Robbins-Gioia
Cleve Pillifant, Management Concepts
Stan Soloway, Professional Services
Council
Jim Williams, General Services
Administration

Report presented December 3, 2008 with implementation actions for Congress, the
President’s Management Council, the OMB, the OPM, federal agencies, etc
Purpose
Prior to the report OMB sponsored a survey (Where are we now and where do we need to
go?) to gather data and opinions from federal program managers. The results were
analyzed and shared with OMB; delivered at the 2008 Excellence in Government
conference.
The report reflects the discussions, survey, research, and recommendations of a committed
group of public and private executives formed to advocate the value and benefits of
program management in government. The objective of the group is to improve
government program performance, delivery, and success.
Findings
Along with each legislative and policy recommendation, there were problem
statements/obstacles identified:
 Laws and policies do not address the management environment currently
responsible for the nation’s most complex and high-risk, mission-critical initiatives
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Executives and stakeholders do not understand their roles
Program management is not deemed essential to government performance, success,
and results
No consistency across government in the training and development of program
managers
Program managers are not recognized across government

Recommendations
There was only one legislative recommendation: Improve oversight and management of
agency program performance through enactment of the Acquisition Management Reform
Act 2009.
There are several policy recommendations: Established clarity of responsibilities and
accountabilities; Governance (increase performance through the practice of program
management); Program Management & Skills Development; and lastly through network &
collaboration business effectiveness will improve by creating an environment where
federal program managers can share best practices and lessons learned. The report also
highlights the goals, sub goals, and indicators of these recommendations.

Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Cooperative Review
Authoring Group
Business Executives for National Security (BENS)
Panel Members
Staff Lead: Paul Taibl
Report presented August 2008 and available at:
http://www.bens.org/mis_support/DISA_Project-08262008.pdf
Purpose
BENS, in cooperation with DISA, reviewed several procurements of an information
technology (IT) capability or service with a goal of identifying and quantifying legislative,
regulatory, cultural and organizational impediments that contribute to the breakdown in
the overall acquisition system.
Findings
The report consolidates and categorizes the sources of instability in the acquisition process
to the following factors:
 The DoD 5000-series documents, which govern the defense acquisition process, are
better suited to the procurement of hardware, and do not adapt well to the IT or
software environment.
 Programs designed to be deployed to all the military services and DoD agencies are
particularly prone to requirements creep.
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Unlike its commercial counterparts, which emphasize time-to-market and
competition, the DoD system (in fact, all of federal procurement) is process driven
and encrusted with a statute and regulatory-driven organizational structure that
confuses oversight with management review.
The incremental, annual funding of joint programs is especially susceptible to
fluctuating budget allocations as Services change their programming priorities.
Ownership missing in the form of responsibility for program success; serious
interest in its outcome; or, accountability for its failures or shortcomings

Recommendations
Two sets of recommendations were created in this report. The first set was created for the
Department of Defense (DoD) with the goal of “What can be done now”. The panel
recommended applying a “reasonableness test” to the applicability of certain acquisition
process steps when procurement is commercial in nature or essentially a nondevelopmental item. It is recommended to waive those process steps that add no value.
Another recommendation for DoD is to require an acquisition strategy be negotiated as
part of the approval of the Initial Capabilities Document. Finally, the panel recommended
“getting real on cost” and providing ranges of cost estimates early on in the development
phase and narrowing it down as the program matures.
The second set of recommendations is for the IT Acquisition Community with the goal of
“What should be sought for the future”. The panel recommended using “time to market” as
a controlling criterion with regard to acquisition of IT. It was also recommended to plan to
deliver 80% of functionality at one year and 95% by the third year. The panel recommends
discouraging or disallowing adding new requirements to existing IT infrastructure. Finally
an emphasis was placed on not chasing technology, but looking for ways to shift
applications to new platforms and uses of technology.

OMB and Agencies Need to Improve Planning, Management, and
Oversight of Projects Totaling Billions of Dollars
Members
Government Accountability Office, GAO-08-1051T, Information Technology
Report presented July 31, 2008 before the Subcommittee on Federal Financial
Management, Government Information, Federal Services, and International Security,
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, U.S. Senate and available at:
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d081051t.pdf
Purpose
The federal government spends billions of dollars on IT projects each year therefore it is
important that projects be managed effectively and resources are wisely invested. GAO
testified on the Management Watch List and high risk projects providing updates,
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identifying OMB’s efforts to improve identification and oversight, and summarizing the
results of GAO’s IT project rebaselining report.
Findings
OMB and federal agencies identified ~413 IT projects —at least $25.2 B in expenditures for
FY 2008




352 projects (totaling about $23.4B) are poorly planned
87 projects (totaling about $4.8 B) are poorly performing
26 projects (totaling about $3 B) are both poorly planned & poorly performing

Since GAO testified, OMB has made improvements by publicly disclosing reasons for
placement on the Management Watch List and clarifying high-risk project criteria.
However, more needs to be done by both OMB and the agencies to address GAO
recommendations so billions in taxpayer dollars are not wasted.
GAO reported 48% of projects rebaselined are due to changes in project goals and funding;
51% of rebaselined projects are rebaselined at least twice; and ~11% rebaselined projects
are rebaselined 4 times or more.
Recommendations
OMB should issue guidance for rebaselining policies and the major agencies should develop
comprehensive rebaselining policies that address identified weaknesses.

Industry Recommendations for DoD Acquisition of Information Services
and SOA Systems
Authoring Group
Acquisition Working Group
The Association for Enterprise Integration
An Executive Forum on Business Change
Principal Authors
MaryAnn Kiefer, Level Consulting
Dave McQueeney*, Chief Technical
Officer, IBM Federal
Michael T. Burnett, Joint C2 Mission
Systems Director, Northrop Grumman
Rob Walker*, Vice President, BEA Systems
Hans Polzer, Corporate Fellow, Lockheed
Martin

Tim Pavlick, PhD., DoD Chief Architect
Office of the Federal CTO, IBM
Dave Pratt, PhD., Chief Scientist/Engineer,
SAIC
John Sutton, Vice President, McDonald
Bradley
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Report presented July 7, 2008 to Mr. David Wennergren Deputy Chief Information Officer
Department of Defense & Mr. Timothy Harp Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense C3ISR
and IT Acquisition Assistant Secretary of Defense Networks and Information Integration
and available at:
http://www.afei.org/WorkingGroups/DCGSIndustryAdvisoryGroup(IAG)/Documents/SOA
-Acquisition%20Final%20ReportV4.pdf.
Purpose
Provide specific recommendations from industry on how Acquisition Strategies and RFPs
could be structured to incorporate principles of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). The
report highlights industry views on acquiring capabilities and, by extension, services within
the SOA construct.
Findings
DoD leadership is directing Military Services and Defense Agencies to migrate IT programs
to service-oriented systems and service-enabled capabilities. SOA enables information
sharing and allows rapid, more cost effective creation. It also allows for the deployment of
new and unanticipated functions in response to dynamic mission environments. Migrating
to such an environment posed significant challenges:





A DoD acquisition system that is predicated on a high degree of independence
between systems
An ‘a priori’ lack of clearly defined system interfaces
An emphasis on development rather than operations
A lack of incentives for system owners to provide capabilities to users beyond their
predefined base

The DoD must overcome these challenges to achieve the SOA-based environment it desires
in the future.
Recommendations
The team recommends an Agile Model for acquiring and implementing the future SOA
environment to mitigate challenges. Agile Models promote incremental definition,
development and delivery of capabilities, in place of the traditional system development,
which forces requirements and architecture lock-down early in the life cycle.
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Acquisition Advisory Panel Report on Acquisition Policy Findings and
Recommendations
Panel Members
Marcia G. Madsen, Chair
Louis M. Addeo
Frank J. Anderson, Jr.
Dr. Allan V. Burman
Carl DeMaio

Marshall J. Doke, Jr.
David A. Drabkin
Jonathan L. Etherton
James A. “Ty” Hughes
Deidre A. Lee

Tom Luedtke
Joshua I. Schwartz
Roger D. Waldron

Report presented January 2007 to the Office of Federal Procurement Policy and the United
States Congress and available at: https://www.acquisition.gov/comp/aap/24102_GSA.pdf
Purpose
The Panel was tasked to “review all Federal acquisition laws and regulations, and, to the
extent practicable, government-wide acquisition policies, with a view toward ensuring
effective and appropriate use of commercial practices and performance-based contracting.”
Findings
The panel has found that despite recent efforts to hire acquisition personnel, there is an
acute shortage of federal procurement professionals with between 5 and 15 years of
experience. The Federal government should take advantage of commercial practices where
possible to encourage and create competition. Even where the government attempts to
adopt commercial approaches, competition for government contracts differs in significant
respects from commercial practice.
Contributing factors include:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Fiscal constraints imposed by the annual appropriations process
The need to accomplish urgent missions with limited time and personnel
Policies and statutes requiring transparency in expenditure of public funds
Audit and oversight process designed to protect taxpayers

Factors that hinder competition include several key checks and balances missing that
would otherwise contribute to a healthier and competitive environment. Missing key
checks and balances also cause a lack of transparency, even in sole source contracts.
Recommendations
The Panel recommends that agencies provide a clear statement of requirements and
reasonable response time for proposal submissions. The panel also recommends
documenting the selection decision to include the trade-off of price/cost to quality in best
value awards.
In addition, the Panel is recommending specific regulatory revisions that would provide a
more commercial-like approach to determining price reasonableness when no or limited
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competition exists. Developing a “Best Practices Guide” along with improved guidance on
incentives in Performance Based contracts was recommended by the Panel. Another
recommendation is to create legislation to ensure that contractors, as well as the
government, enjoy the same legal presumptions, regarding good faith and regularity

GAO Executive Guide: Information Technology Investment Management
– Framework for Assessing and Improving Process Maturity
Authoring Organization
Government Accountability Office, GAO-04-394G
2004 Guide available at: http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d04394g.pdf
Purpose
In 2000, GAO published an exposure draft of Information Technology Investment
Management (ITIM): A Framework for Assessing and Improving Process Maturity. The
exposure draft reflected current accepted or best practices in IT investment management,
as well as the reported experience of federal agencies and other organizations in creating
their own investment management processes. This new version updates the exposure
draft to take into account comments that GAO has received; GAO’s experiences in
evaluating several agencies’ implementations of investment management processes and
the lesson learned by these agencies, and the importance of enterprise architecture (EA) as
a critical frame of reference in making IT investment decisions.
Findings
ITIM framework is a maturity model composed of 5 progressive stages of maturity that an
agency can achieve in its IT investment management capabilities. These maturity stages
are cumulative; that is, in order to attain a higher stage of maturity, the agency must have
institutionalized all the requirements for that stage in addition to those for all the lower
stages. The framework can be used both to assess the maturity of an agency’s investment
management processes and as a tool for organizational improvement. For each maturity
stage, ITIM describes a set of critical processes that must be in place for the agency to
achieve that stage.
At the Stage 1 level of maturity, an agency is selecting investments in an unstructured, ad
hoc manner. Project outcomes are unpredictable and successes are not repeatable; the
agency is creating awareness of the investment process. Stage 2 critical processes lay the
foundation for sound IT investment processes by helping the agency to attain successful,
predictable, and repeatable investment control processes at the project level. Stage 3
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represents a major step forward in maturity, in which the agency moves from projectcentric processes to a portfolio approach, evaluating potential investments by how well
they support the agency’s missions, strategies, and goals. At Stage 4, an agency uses
evaluation techniques to improve its IT investment processes and its investment portfolio.
It is able to plan and implement the “de-selection” of obsolete, high-risk, or low-value IT
investments. The most advanced organizations, operating at Stage 5 maturity, benchmark
their IT investment processes relative to other “best-in-class” organizations and look for
breakthrough information technologies that will enable them to change and improve their
business performance.
Recommendations
GAO’s research into IT management best practices and evaluation of agency IT
management performance, led to the identification of a set of essential and complementary
management disciplines including investment management, strategic planning,
software/system development and acquisition management, IT services acquisition
management, human capital management, information security management, and
enterprise architecture management.
Overall, the ITIM should be used as a framework for the continuous improvement of an
organization’s IT investment management processes and to evaluate the maturity of an
organization’s investment capabilities.

GAO IT Training – Practices of Leading Private-Sector Companies
Authoring Organization
Government Accountability Office, GAO-03-390
2003 Report to Congressional Requesters available at:
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d03390.pdf
Purpose
Some private sector companies are recognized for their effective and innovative training
programs for the IT workforce which could provide models and examples for federal
agencies. To help federal agencies better design and implement such training programs,
GAO was asked to examine private-sector practices for training both IT and non-IT
professionals (e.g. business managers and other staff needing training in IT) that could be
used as a basis for addressing federal efforts.
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Findings
GAO identified 22 existing and emerging training practices used by leading companies to
implement effective IT training. Organizations and experts agree that these practices could
result in more effective training management.
Five IT management processes with the associated 22 sample practices were identified:
 Align IT training with business goals
o Enlist executive level champions
o Involve critical stakeholders
o Address future skill needs and new technologies as part of the planning
process
 Identify and assess IT training needs
o Identify and document competencies/skills required for each job description
o Maintain a current inventory of skills
o Address overall career development issues as well as skill-specific training
issues
o Perform a gap analysis to determine where training is needed
o Use self-directed tools, e.g. individual development plans, to give employees
responsibility in assessing their development needs
o Use a single portal to give staff and managers access to training and career
development information
 Allocated IT training resources
o Ensure that an investment process is in place to select and manage training
projects
o Consider the benefits and costs associated with various training design and
delivery methods—e.g., Internet-based as opposed to classroom training
o Identify people who have high potential and provide them specialized
training opportunities
o Ensure that resources are allocated for management training—e.g.,
leadership and project management
 Design and deliver IT training
o Provide IT trainees with the flexibility to choose among different IT training
delivery methods
o Ensure that on-the-job training is planned and monitored as part of the
training process
o Consider combining different teaching methods (for example, Web-based
and instructor-led) within the same course
o Provide just-in-time training
o Consider outsourcing training solutions—e.g., university partnerships and
external IT training and content providers
o Build courses using reusable components
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Evaluate/demonstrate the value of IT training
o Collect information on how job performance is affected by training
o Validate IT content learning by testing and certification of specific skills—
e.g., Java or C++
o Assess evaluation results in terms of business impact

Recommendations
GAO’s review of private sector practices indicates that training is not simply a support
function but a strategic element in achieving corporate objectives. These private sector
practices suggest approaches to IT training that government agencies should consider.
When implementing these practices, agencies should also consider critical issues such as
funding constraints and demonstrating return on investment.

GAO Accounting and Information Management: Assessing Risk and
Returns – A Guide for Evaluating Federal Agencies’ IT Investment
Decision Making
Authoring Organization
Government Accountability Office, GAO/ AIMD-10.1.13
1997 Guide available at: http://www.gao.gov/special.pubs/ai10113.pdf
Purpose
This evaluation guide was developed to provide a structure for evaluating and assessing
how well a federal agency is selecting and managing its IT resources and to identify specific
areas where improvements can be made.
Findings
To be most successful, an IT investment management process should have elements of 3
essential phases – select (how do you know you have selected the best projects?), control
(what are you doing to ensure that the projects will deliver the benefits projected?) and
evaluate (based on your evaluation, did the systems deliver what you expected?) and 3
critical attributes – repeatability, efficiency and completeness which cut across each phase.
An agency’s IT investment management processes should also include the following
elements:
 Key organizational decision-makers are committed to the process and are involved
throughout each project’s life cycle
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Investment management process is repeatable, efficient, and conducted uniformly
and completely across the organization
Decisions are made consistently throughout the organization
Accountability and learning from previous projects is reinforced
Emphasis is on optimizing portfolio mix in order to manage risk and maximize rate
of return
Process incorporates all IT investments but recognizes and allows for differences
between various project types (mission critical, administrative, infrastructure) and
phases (new, under development, operational)

As agencies begin taking actions to improve their IT investment decision making to
conform with various legislative requirements, agency heads need to institutionalize
management processes, regularly validate cost, benefit and risk data used to support IT
investment decisions, and focus on measuring and evaluating results.
Recommendations
Informed management decisions can only occur if accurate, reliable and up to date
information is included in the decision making process. Project cost data must be tracked
and easily accessible. Benefits must be defined and quantitatively and qualitatively
measured in outcome oriented terms. Risks must be quantified and mitigated to better
ensure project success. Early signs of success will be examples where the contributions of
IT to gains in productivity, reductions in cost and cycle time and increases in service
delivery quality and satisfaction are quantitatively documented and independently
reported.
Agencies must also have hard numbers and facts on what was spent on IT and what the
agency achieved with the investment. These evaluations wherever possible, must focus on
the measurable contribution that IT is making towards improving mission performance.
Early signs of success will be examples of measurable impact or where IT projects with
questionable results were canceled or delayed as a result of IT investment control
processes.
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GAO Information Technology: Best Practices Can Improve Performance
and Produce Results
Authoring Organization
Government Accountability Office, GAO/T-AIMD-96-46
Report presented Feb 26, 1996 before the Subcommittee on Government Management,
Information and Technology Committee on Government Reform and Oversight U.S. House
of Representatives and available at: http://www.gao.gov/archive/1996/ai96046t.pdf
Purpose
Testimony discusses how best practices applied by leading organizations can be effectively
used to improve the management of information technology in the federal government.
Findings
Four key lessons were gleaned from research and evaluations of strategic information
management issues in federal agencies. The first highlights that better facts are needed
about the government IT investments. Federal IT related obligations now total at least
$25B annually but what is not known is what the government is specifically getting in
return for these expenditures. Investment streams of this magnitude must be made
carefully and with a full understanding of what the anticipated and actualized mission
benefits are.
The second lesson states that IT is characterized by high risk and high return. Real
opportunities do exist to use it in ways that can boost organizational performance. But,
risks of failure are ever present and must be rigorously managed in order to ensure
successful decisions and project completions.
The third lesson is that repeatable success takes sound management processes that are
applied with relentless discipline. Research on those organizations that implement IT
projects successfully found that with rapidly changing technology power and choices,
sustainable and effective management practices are the key to achieving regular success.
The last states that the challenge is implementation. Leading organizations found that
understanding these practices was only a small first step. For most, it took 3-5 years to
fully institutionalize the practices into improved management processes. Similarly, in the
federal government, a consensus has emerged among government decision makers on
what the problems are and what can be done to solve them. Now agency leaders must
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effectively implement more effective IT management processes and reinforce
accountability to produce tangible results with IT investments.
Recommendations
Two key factors will inevitably affect changes to the government’s approach to IT
management. First, government leaders must facilitate success. Where possible, success
stories both inside and outside of the federal government must be shared and senior
agency managers must learn from them. The second factor is reinforcing accountability for
results. Focused and consistent direction, advice, and oversight are needed from the
Congress, the Executive Branch and central oversight agencies. It is essential that the
Federal Government’s IT portfolio be visibly monitored in the oversight process. Agencies
should be required to produce performance baselines, report on all IT obligations and
expensive, show projected vs. actual project results and establish a proven track record in
managing and acquiring system technologies. Oversight flexibility should be increasingly
earned as demonstrated capability to deliver increases.
With proper incentives and encouragement, agency managers can be expected to surface
problems early and move towards management resolution before huge sums of money are
expended. Budget and appropriations decisions as well as oversight hearings can focus on
anticipated risks and returns of IT projects, interim performance results and final
evaluations of long-term improvements to program outcomes, service delivery and cost
effectiveness.

GAO Information Management and Technology Division: Information
Technology – An Audit Guide for Assessing Acquisition Risks
Authoring Organization
Government Accountability Office, GAO/IMTEC-8.1.4
1992 Guide available at: http://archive.gao.gov/t2pbat6/148086.pdf
Purpose
This guide is intended to help auditors conduct more focused reviews on information
technology acquisitions by enabling them to quickly identify significant areas of risk. Using
this guide will help auditors identify critical factors not addressed by management, make a
general assessment of any procurement risks and provide rapid feedback to agency
officials so they can take corrective action in a timely and efficient manner.
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Findings
GAO and offices of inspector general have consistently identified problems with
information technology acquisitions. Problems identified in numerous evaluations include
information systems that do not meet users’ needs, exceed cost estimates, or take
significantly longer than expected to complete.
This guide provides a logical framework for evaluating information technology
acquisitions. It incorporates a risk assessment methodology intended to reduce audit
planning time and ensure that significant issues are included. The audit steps and
questions provided are directed toward assessing whether an agency has sufficiently
addressed critical factors, including support from managers and users, adequate project
staff, and controls over the acquisition’s scope before and after a contract is awarded.
Recommendations
The guide should be used for planning and conducting risk assessments of computer
hardware and software, telecommunications and system development acquisitions. Such
assessments may have their greatest impact if carried out early, when an agency can more
easily alter its acquisition plans and strategy to manage and control the identified risks.
The auditor should conclude the assessment review by identifying outstanding areas of risk
and the agency’s actions to address those risks. Notes should be made of how well the
agency addressed the critical factors in GAO’s 1990 model of information technology
acquisitions as well as agency compliance with acquisition regulations, standards and other
federal guidance. Results of the review should be communicated to agency officials for
their comment, in accordance with government auditing standards.
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Article Summaries
2010 CIO Council Vivek Kundra Speech Brookings Institution: “Economic
Gains of Cloud Computing”



















Compares cloud computing to shared public utilities where users access computing
power from a pool of shared resources
Federal government spends $76B annually on more than 10,000 systems in support
of more than 300M Americans
Federal data centers have grown from 432 to over 1,100 over the past decade
2006, Federal servers and data centers consumed over 6B kWh of electricity and
may exceed 12B kWh by 2011
Standards for interoperability and data portability in the cloud must emerge
Over last 6 years, Dept of State spent $133M amassing a total of 50 shelf feet or 95K
pages of security documentation for about 150 major IT systems
HHS is leveraging cloud computing to support implementation of Electronic Health
Records systems
o Deploying a cloud based customer relationship and project management
solution provided by Salesforce.com
DOI is migrating 80K email boxes to the cloud
NASA is reevaluating its enterprise data center strategy and has halted future
requests for proposal that would have been up to $1.5B in data center contracts
DOE is investing $32M on its cloud computing Magellan project
Cloud computing will drive innovation not just in science and technology but in
every industry and at a pace never before experienced
o Cloud computing will disrupt and reshape entire industries in unforeseen
ways
Cloud computing will enable new ideas to come to life overnight by speeding time to
market
o Efforts can shift to higher value activities such as creating new products for
their customers rather than installing servers
Cloud computing will give rise to virtual organizations focused solely on customer
needs
As switching costs disappear, organizations will be able to continually shift to new,
more innovative solutions as they emerge
Cloud computing offers transformational opportunity to fundamentally reshape
how the government operates, engages the public and deliver services
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2010 DAU: Lt Col Joseph W. Carl, USAF (Ret) and Col George Richard
Freeman, USAFR (Ret.) – Non-stationary Root Causes of Cobb’s Paradox










Cobb’s Paradox: “We know why programs fail; we know how to prevent their failure
– so why do they still fail?”
Process/system is said to be stationary if its behavioral description does not change
over time and non-stationary if its behavioral
Standish Success Criteria
o User involvement
o Executive management support
o Clear statement of requirements
o Proper planning
o Realistic expectations
o Smaller project milestones
o Competent staff
o Ownership
o Clear vision & objectives
o Hardworking, focused staff
5 whys is a recognized technique for defining problems and uncovering root causes
of problems
o Basic idea is to ask why 5 times which allows you to dig for deeper causal
factors
Root causes are diagramed in an Ishikawa diagram, also called fishbone diagram.
Non-stationary root causes of program failures:
o Executive support changes
o User involvement changes
o Requirement Changes
o Plans Change
o Expectations and staff change
o Milestone slip
o Ownership changes
o Objectives change
5 whys and Ishikawa diagram indicates that some- perhaps most of the root causes
of project failure – are non-stationary. For example:
o Clear statement of requirements cannot be stationary because technology
advances more quickly than ever and marketplaces or threats in the
environment shift
o Executive management support and competent staffs must change in our
world of international outsourcing and transient populations
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o Stakeholders’ expectations cannot really be held constant over a projects life
cycle regardless of whether or not they are realistic because stakeholders
frequently change 0 not as a class but as individuals
o Ownership cannot remain constant in a marketplace of business resizing,
reorganization, and acquisition
Historical method to acquire new system: Waterfall method
o Requirements are first established and then followed by several review
milestones executed sequentially to arrive at a series of decisions that relate
to the maturity of the system under design and development
Evolutionary Development: recognition that systems evolve over their life cycles
o Incremental development
o Spiral development
o Concurrent development
o Component-based development
Elements of a Design to Cost approach
o Recognition of what customer can afford
o Definition and allocation of target costs to a level at which costs can be
effectively managed
o Commitment on the part of designers and development personnel
o Stable management to prevent requirements creep
o Understanding of cost drivers and their management in establishing product
specifications
o Early use of cost models to project design/development costs in support of
decision making
o Active consideration of costs appropriately weighted during development
o Exploration of the product’s trade space to find lower cost alternatives
o Access to a database of past costs to provide quantitative information about
present cost estimates
o Design for manufacturability and design for assembly to avoid rework and its
associated costs
o Identification of functions that have high cost-to-function radio as targets for
cost reduction
o Consistent cost accounting methods, models and processes
o Continuous improvement through value engineering to improve products’
value over time
Elements of the quick reaction capability paradigm
o Recognition of when customer needs the product or capability
o Definition and allocation of schedule milestones to a level at which time can
be effectively managed
o Commitment on the part of designers and development personnel
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o Stable management to prevent requirements creep
o Understanding of time drivers and their management in establishing product
specifications
o Early use of schedule models to project design/development time in support
of decision making
o Active consideration of time appropriately weighted during development
o Exploration of the product’s trade space to find lower elapsed-time
alternatives
o Access to a past experience database to define early value milestones
realistically
o Design for manufacturability and design for assembly to avoid rework and its
associated time
o Identification of components and parts that have a high time to capability
ratio as targets for schedule reduction
o Consistent earned value milestone accounting methods and processes to
assess technical progress
o Continuous improvement through value engineering to improve the time to
market/field
8 step process of creating major change
o Establish sense of urgency
o Create guiding coalition
o Develop vision and strategy
o Communicate new vision
o Empower broad based action
o Generate short term wins
o Consolidate gains and produce more change
o Anchor new approaches in culture
Configuration management: by controlling or managing proposed changes to a
product’s or a system’s configuration, we care controlling or managing the effect on
the product or system of changes in the external environment
Change management includes 4 basic aspects
o Task of managing change
o Area of professional practice
o Body of knowledge
o Control mechanism
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2008 OMB FEA Assessment Framework 3.0




Measures planned and delivered improvements to agency performance in 4 ways
o Closing agency performance gaps identified via agency performance
improvement and strategic planning activities
o Saving money and avoiding cost through:
 Collaboration and reuse
 Process reengineering and productivity enhancements
 Elimination of redundancy
o Strengthening the quality of investments within agency portfolios as
reflected in critical attributes including but not limited to: security,
interoperability, reliability, availability, end user performance, flexibility,
serviceability and reduced time and cost to deliver new services and
solutions
o Improving the quality, validity and timeliness of data and information
regarding program performance output and outcome; program and project
planning and management; and cost accounting
5 key success factors for agencies with the EAAF v3.0 will be their ability to:
o Align on agency performance improvement to quantitatively plan for and
support measurable delivery of agency performance improvement
o Collaborate with other agencies to deliver shared common architectures for
shared cross boundary mission, business and technical requirements;
through this collaboration contribute to the definition and implementation of
the target FEA
o Leverage bureau and program architecture activity to build out the agency
EA and insure that agency-proposed IT spending is well architected,
implementing the talent agency and FEA, and demonstrably driving agency
performance improvement
o Integrate with agency IT Governance to insure effective use of the agency EA
to support delivery of agency performance improvement
o Establish buy-in with mission and business owners and complete the
evolution to outcomes-focused architecture
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2008 CIO – Practical Guide to Federal Service Oriented Architecture












Net results of broad based adoption and advancement of SOA capability throughout
the federal government will enable:
o Improved government responsiveness
o Simplified delivery of enhanced government services
o More efficient government
o Information sharing
o Transparency, security, and resilience
Guide is organized around 3 perspectives of service orientation that together enable
the effective adoption of SOA into a federal organization: Service Oriented
Enterprise, Service Oriented Architecture and Service Oriented Infrastructure
Keys to implementing Service Oriented Enterprise
o Ensure IT planning and acquisition processes capture service reuse and
funding requirements and target architecture technology constraints
o Identify enterprise requirements and organize around target services,
standards, and information sharing that support key mission performance
objectives; then fund accordingly
o Develop incrementally
o Federal governance, engineering and procurement
Keys to implementing Service Oriented Architecture
o Identify critical business objectives
o Identify and define the target service architecture
o Enable and empower autonomous compliance and alignment
o Adopt model-driven architecture and pattern based design
Keys to implementing Service Oriented Infrastructure
o Establish a service oriented infrastructure that addresses security/privacy,
scalability and interoperability
o Study critical transactions to develop a trust and semantic model
o Introduce run time service monitoring tools
o Establish performance based service levels and service level management
processes and cost and performance accounting processes to facilitate the
effective sharing of services
Roadmap for Federal SOA Implementation
o Apply relatively generic SOA Maturity Model
o Conduct a sound Maturity Assessment
o Evaluate existing agency governance processes
o Begin or advance SOA implementation
o Define an incremental, sequenced approach to agency implementation
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2008 PMI Global Congress Proceedings – Avoiding Black Swans:
Managing Risks Using the PERIL Database





Paper examines some of the many causes of catastrophic project failures, dubbed by
some “Black Swans”, seeking some of the principal sources of project risk
Based on a collection of about 650 specific project failure modes collected from all
over the world over the past decade and assembled into the Project Experience Risk
Information Library (PERIL) database.
Root causes of failure breakdown for the 650 projects

Root-Cause
Subcategories

Definition

Scope: Changes

Revisions made to scope during
the project
Issues arising from internal
staffing
Failure to meet deliverable
requirements
Project slippage due to factors
under the control of the project
Inadequate durations allocated
to project activities
Issues arising from external
staffing
Project slippage due to factors
outside the project
Insufficient project funding

Resource: People
Scope: Defects
Schedule: Delays
Schedule: Estimates
Resource: Outsourcing
Schedule:
Dependencies
Resource: Money





Cases

Cumulative
Impact
(Weeks)

Average
Impact
(Weeks)

177

1460

8.2

123

706

5.7

93

654

7.0

102

509

5.0

49

370

7.6

47

316

6.7

41

262

6.4

17

228

13.4

Focus is on the most severe 20% of the risks in the database; subset contains that
127 cases that caused projects to slip 3 months or more, accounting for over half of
total damage, almost 2.500 weeks of accumulated slips
Scope risks account for more than 1/3 of the data and nearly half of the total
schedule impact. Root cause subcategories include:
o Changes: Creep – any non-mandatory scope change
o Changes: Gap – legitimate scope requirements discovered late in project
o Changes: Dependency – scope changes necessary because of external
dependencies
o Defects: Software – system or intangible deliverable problems that must be
fixed
o Defects: Hardware – Tangible deliverable problems that must be fixed
o Defects: Integration – program level defects that require scope shifts in
projects
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o Changes caused ¾ of the black swan risks, by both quantity and total impact
Schedule risks represent almost a third of the records on the PERIL database. Root
cause subcategories include:
o Estimates: Learning Curve – new work assumed to be easier than it turned
out to be
o Estimates: Deadline – top-down imposed deadlines that are unrealistic
o Estimates: Judgment – Poor estimating process or inadequate analysis
o Delay: Parts – Delay waiting for needed deliverable component
o Delay: Information – Slip due to unavailability of specification or other
needed data
o Delay: Hardware – Needed equipment arrives late or fails
o Delay: Decision – Slip due to untimely decision for escalation, approval, phase
exit
o Dependency: Project – Project interdependency delay in programs
o Dependency: Infrastructure – Infrastructure not ready or support not
available (printing, IT, shipping etc)
o Dependency: Legal – A shift in legal, regulatory or standards
Most severe of the schedule risks account for slightly more than one half of the total
measured impact
o Delay: Decision – managers making up their mind
o Delay: Hardware – delivery or availability problem for parts, often related to
international shipping
o Delay: Information – time differences in distributed global teams, poor access
to information, and late delivery of needed reports
o Dependency: Infrastructure – interruption of technical services such as
computer systems or networks required by the project and inadequate
access to resources such as help desks, system support, and people who
understood older but necessary applications
o Dependency: Legal – legal and regulatory dependencies which can change
abruptly
o Dependency: Project – need to synchronize project schedules in large
program is complex and timing problems may only surface late in the project
o Estimates: Deadline – Aggressive deadlines set in advance by managers or
sponsors with little or no input from project team
o Estimates: Judgment – work is significantly underestimated, often
exacerbated by a lack of metrics
o Estimates: Learning – quality of estimates when new technology or new
people are involved
Resource risks are listed in 3 categories: People, Outsourcing, Money
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o People: loss – permanent staff member loss due to resignation, promotion,
reassignment, health or other factors
o People: temp loss – temporary staff loss due to illness, hot site, support etc
o People: queuing – Slip due to bottleneck (includes specialized equipment)
o People: late start – staff available late; often due to delayed finish of earlier
projects
o People: motivation – loss of team cohesion and interest; often on long
projects
o Outsourcing: late or poor output – deliverable late from vendor. Includes
queuing, turnover
o Outsourcing: delayed start – contracting related delays
o Money: limitation – slip due to funding limits
Dealing with scope related risks requires effective planning; work to fill in scoping
gaps through clear deliverable definition and development of a thorough project
work breakdown structure
o Minimize scope creep by freezing requirements when you set the project
baseline and then impose a very strong and sufficiently formal specification
change control process
o Include detailed review of project’s constraints, assumptions and
environment during periodic project planning reviews
Managing schedule risks depend on thorough project analysis
o Estimating flaws can be dealt with better using what-if and scenario
planning, maintaining and using project metrics and always probing for
worst case estimates
o Adjusting to unrealistic top-down imposed deadlines relies on development
of solid, fact-based bottom-up planning data and using it to revise project
objectives through principled negotiation
o In multi-project programs, formally identify and get sign off for all project
interdependencies
o Obtain commitments for decisions and when necessary escalations from
management
Adequate support and resources are necessary through obtaining reliable
commitments for sponsorship and funding community
o Develop contracting competence for dealing with outside service providers
and include terms in all contracts that support project objectives including
incentives and penalties
o Reuse outsourcing partners who have performed well in the past and seek
reliable and relevant reference information on any new providers
o Develop activity ownership and contributor assignments by name, not by
function or TBA
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o Co-locate project contributors and strive to build and maintain trust and
motivation
o Detect over commitments both due to work within project and outside
responsibilities

2007 FEA Consolidated Reference Model Document v2.3




FEA practice adopted 3 core principles to guide its strategic direction
o Business Driven
o Proactive and collaborative across Federal government
o Architecture improves effectiveness and efficiency of government
information resources
5 FEA reference
o Performance Reference Model – framework for performance management
providing common output measurements throughout federal government
o Business Reference Model – framework facilitating a functional rather than
organizational view of the federal government’s lines of business including
its internal operations and its services for citizens, independent of the
agencies, bureaus, and offices performing them
o Service Component Reference Model – framework classifying service
components according to how they support business and performance
objectives
o Technical Reference Model – framework categorizing standards and
technologies to support and enable delivery of service components and
capabilities
o Data Reference Model – framework to enable information sharing and reuse
across federal government via standard description and discovery of
common data and promotion of uniform data management practices
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2006 Rao R. Tummala – Moore’s Law Meets Its Match






System on Package technology yields far more in system miniaturization than can be
expected from Moore’s Law
SOP technology shrinks bulky circuit boards with their many components and
makes them nearly disappear
While, Moore’s Law holds that the number of transistors on an IC doubles every 18
months, SOP sets up a new law for system integration in that it holds that as the
components shrink and the boards all but disappear, the component density will
double every year or so and the number of system functions in an SOP package will
increase in the same proportion

2005 OMB (Karen Evans) Memo for CIOs: Improving IT Project Planning
and Execution






Guidance provided to assist CIOs in monitoring and improving project planning and
execution and fully implementing Earned Value Management Systems (EVMS) for IT
projects
Procedures that agencies must take for all new major IT projects, ongoing major IT
developmental projects and high risk projects to better ensure improved execution
and performance as well as promote more effective oversight:
o Establishing and validating performance measurement baselines with clear
cost, schedule and performance goals
o Managing and measuring projects to within ten percent of baseline goals
through use of an EVMS compliant with the guidelines in ANSI/EIA STD -748
or, for steady-state projects, perform operational analyses
o Assigning to each project a qualified project manager
o Avoiding duplication by leveraging inter-agency and government-wide
investments to support common missions or other common requirements
Guidance to how agencies move to full implementation of EVMS for IT projects
through:
o Including EVMS in contracts
o Performing reviews to ensure the EVMS meets established requirements
o Ensuring performance goals are appropriate
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2003 ITRB – Balanced Approach to Managing Information Risk in an
Unfriendly World




10 strategic principles to guide an effective top down approach to information risk
management
1. It’s about the business; only purpose of an information risk management
program is to support the agency’s mission
2. Goal is to balance; idea that information risk can be eliminated is impractical.
Just as bad to over restrict access to information as to under restrict it
3. Engage agency business executives; ensure business or program executives,
not just your technology or security managers, take ownership and
responsibility for information risk management
4. Do first things first; separate short term issues from long term issues.
Prioritize and track both
5. Know where you’re going; develop blueprint of your target information
security posture and a roadmap to get there
6. Consider non-technical options first; use business savvy to identify the most
cost effective solutions
7. Manage for results; set goals for the outcomes of security efforts rather than
the outputs
8. Secure whole business process, not just automated parts; some risk analysis
tools focus narrowly on computer systems and overlook significant nonautomated portions of a business process
9. Producing security documents will not manage your risks; manage
information risk for effectiveness, not for compliance
10. Get involved; a word from the boss draws attention to an issue
Immediate action tasks – steps that could be implemented within 6 months:
o Stop the bleeding – many organizations still fail to implement basic, widely
recommended security measures to defend against tidal wave of cyber
attacks originating from the internet
o Form an information risk management team and establish accountability –
appoint an enterprise ISO who reports to the CIO. Make that executive
responsible for program management and coordination of a team approach
o Add security into your investment review process – include in your
investment review a firm requirement for assignment of a named manager
responsible for business process continuity, including system security
o Communicate – announce the risk management program and explain your
goals personally
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o Insist on action to achieve long term goals – have ISO and information risk
management team prepare project plans with goals, tasks, resourcing, and
schedule of milestones for longer term actions
CIA and A – 4 principles of Information Security:
o Confidentiality – Information must be protected from unauthorized
disclosure
o Integrity – data must be accurate, therefore reliable
o Availability – information and systems must be accessible when needed
o Accountability – changes in systems and data must be traceable to the one
who caused the change
Longer term goals with lasting effects
o Add security touch points into the way you build systems – avoid expensive
software changes later to plug security holes by building security into new
systems requirements from the start
o Build risk management skills of key staff and develop a risk aware
management style
Systems Development Lifecycle
o Initiation
o Development/acquisition
o Implementation/deployment
o Operation/maintenance
o Retirement
While implementing procedures for making risk assessment and mitigation
decisions, agencies should incorporate the following strategies:
o Focus on threat to the mission – resist tendency of technical staff to
concentrate on hacker threats
 Engage business manager to identify how comprise of a system might
affect the mission or impact customers
o Use failure scenarios centered on business thresholds – try to understand
what must or must not happen to accomplish the mission at a few levels of
success
o Use existing experience to establish a baseline of acceptable risk
o Try to place a cost on a specific amount of mitigation and not on a new
technical tool
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2003 CIO Council – Workforce & Human Capital for IT Committee



Report is intended to describe actions the IT committee has taken to address today’s
critical IT workforce needs as well as their impact
Accomplishment and Impacts
o There are now 10 specialty titles within the new 2210 IT management series;
more than 70% of IT workforce has been converted to the new series
o OPM guide covering Project Management function for enterprise level
initiatives is near completion
o Sponsored National Academy of Public Administration study and endorsed
and publicized Academy report thereby increasing awareness of workforce
and compensation issues and laid groundwork for legislation that could
provide, across Government, flexibilities now available only to selected
agencies
o Committee has provided and will continue to provide a forum for discussion
of IT workforce issues and strong leadership toward long term solutions
o Special salary rates were established in Jan 2001 for entry level and
development-level Federal IT workers with the latest skills
o Virtual Job Fair demonstrated that it is possible, within current rules, to hire
competent IT workers quickly; job fair demonstrated how offers can be made
within weeks
o Through its relationship with the Critical Infrastructure Protection Board
and by assuring placement of graduates of the scholarship for service
program, the Council is helping to build capacity in the cyber security field
o Previously, both student loan repayments and paying for professional
certification were prohibited, now they are both permitted
o Outreach to high school students is increasing and has potential to increase
pipeline of IT workers for the future
o CIO University graduates are gaining and using needed competencies and
enhancing their career advancement opportunities, through curricula based
on the Council’s Clinger-Cohen competencies, all at very little cost to the
Government
o STAR program graduates are gaining and using needed leadership
competencies and feel they are better able to perform their jobs, in a
program that has proved its ability to adapt to priority developmental needs
o IT Roadmap initiative has provided a proof-of-concept and is now poised to
launch a significant workforce development process utilizing Go-Learn, an
enterprise level, E-Government initiative
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Committee commissioned an independent study by National Academy of Public
Administration (NAPA) on “Transforming Power of Information Technology –
Making the Federal Government an Employer of Choice for IT Employees”
o Calls for substantial reforms, including eliminating the current tenure based
pay system used Government-wide in favor of four broad market-based pay
bands for IT professionals and managers
o Proposes placing a larger premium on individual performance and
significantly rewarding outstanding performers
o Stresses importance of continuous learning and the need to invest in
employee training and development
o Introduces the notion of “a rational transition” that should provide
opportunities for input, participation and tailoring of solutions by agencies,
employees and employee representatives
Homeland Security Act of 2002 has provided legislative authority to implement
most of NAPA’s recommendation. Reforms include:
o DHS in collaboration with OPM and its own employees will have the ability to
develop and implement a flexible market-based pay for performance system
o Categorical Ranking which allows managers to select a candidate from a
larger pool instead of the currently allowed top 3
o Direct hire authority can be granted by OPM to agencies facing severe
shortages of candidates or a critical hiring need
o Higher education where agencies will have the authority to pay for their
employee’s academic degrees
Dimension of Human Capital – Strategic Alignment: Link IT workforce strategies to
enterprise mission objectives
o Committee/Council Initiatives
 Clinger Cohen competencies development and updates
 Identification of 3 strategic competency areas: Project Managers,
Solution Architects and IT Security Specialists
o Future Council Actions Recommended
 Commit resources to an ongoing human capital strategy for the
enterprise IT workforce to include active individual leadership on the
part of CIOs and institutional leadership through Council’s
interactions with OPM and HR community
 Foster professionalism in the IT workforce such that persons with
needed competencies are encouraged to move to where they are most
needed
Dimension of Human Capital – Workforce Planning and Deployment: Explicit
workforce planning strategy, linked to strategic and program planning efforts;
Workforce positioned to serve citizens and meet mission and goals
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o Committee/Council Initiatives: IT workforce trend analysis
o Future Council Actions Recommended
 Complete conversion to the GS 2210 series
 Develop data on IT specialties in CPDF for use in assessing enterprise
wide competency gaps
 Assist in defining qualification criteria for project managers
Dimension of Human Capital – Talent: Identify mission critical occupations and
competencies needed in the current future workforce and develop strategies to
close the gaps; develop long-term strategies to attract, acquire and retain quality
talent
o Committee/Council Initiatives
 Use of recruitment and relocation bonuses, retention allowances and
repayment of student loans; special salary rates
 Virtual job fair pilot
 HOT-IT and NAF programs
 Scholarship-for-service program (cyber security)
o Future Council Actions Recommended
 Monitor usage and effectiveness of these tools on an ongoing basis
 Streamlined recruitment and hiring process as an ongoing practice
 Continue outreach programs to develop IT workforce pipeline
 Strategies for placement of SFS graduates
Dimension of Human Capital – Leadership and Knowledge Management: Leadership
planning and implementation, change management, integrity and employee
commitment, strategic knowledge management, continuous learning
o Committee/Council Initiatives
 CIO University, STAR
 Clinger-Cohen Competencies
 IT Roadmap pilots
 Legislation allowing payment for professional certifications
o Future Council Actions Recommended
 Continuous evaluation and adjustment of CIO University and STAR
curricula to reflect future needs
 Ongoing assessment of IT leaders Government-wide
 Encourage use of Federal Career Internship Program
Dimension of Human Capital – Results-Oriented Performance Culture: Performance
management, diversity, labor-management relations
o Committee/Council Initiatives
 NAPA study with recommendations for a market-based, pay for
performance system
o Future Council Actions Recommended
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Seek legislation to expand authority for market-based, pay for
performance systems Government-wide

2002 OMB – President’s Management Agenda



Agenda contains 5 government-wide and 9 agency wide goals to improve federal
management and deliver results that matter to the American people
Government-wide initiatives
o Strategic Management of Human Capital
 Number of layers in government must be compressed to reduce
distance between citizens and decision makers and agencies should
redistribute their allotted staff from higher level positions to front line
service delivery
 Agencies will reshape their organizations to meet a standard of
excellence in attaining the outcomes important to the nation
 Administration will adopt IT systems to capture some of the
knowledge and skills of retiring employees
 While Administration will be seeking some targeted civil service
reforms, agencies must make better use of the flexibilities currently in
place to acquire and develop talent and leadership
o Competitive Sourcing
 Agencies are assessing susceptibility to competition of the activities
their workforces are performing and will provide their inventories to
Congress and make them available to the public
 Agencies are developing specific performance plans to meet the 2002
goal of completing public-private or direct conversion competition on
not less than 5% of the full-time equivalent employees listed on the
FAIR Act inventories
 Administration will adopt procedures to improve and expand
competition
 Administration will seek to implement findings of the Commercial
Activities Panel, a commission created by Congress to examine the
policies and procedures governing public-private competition
 Administration is pursuing administrative and legislative actions to
incorporate the full costs of agency work into the daily budget and
acquisition process
o Improved Financial Performance
 Reduce erroneous payments for each program within each agency
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Ensure federal financial systems produce accurate and timely
information to support operating, budget, and policy decisions
o Expanded Electronic Government
 Create easy-to-find single points of access to government services for
individuals
 Reduce the reporting burden on businesses—businesses should not
have to file the same information over and over because government
fails to reuse the data appropriately or fails to take advantage of
commercial electronic transaction protocols.
 Share information more quickly and conveniently between the federal
and state, local, and tribal governments. We must also do a better job
of collaborating with foreign governments and institutions
 Automate internal processes to reduce costs internally, within the
federal government, by disseminating best practices across agencies
 Expand and improve the FirstGov (www.FirstGov.gov) web site to
offer citizens a convenient entry to government services
 Agencies will undertake a Federal Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to
promote digital signatures for transactions within the federal
government, between government and businesses and between
government and citizens
 All agencies will use a single e-procurement portal,
www.FedBizOpps.gov, to provide access to notices of solicitations
over $25,000
 Agencies will allow applicants for federal grants to apply for and
ultimately manage grant funds online through a common web site,
simplifying grant management and eliminating redundancies in the
same way as the single procurement portal will simplify purchasing
 Major regulatory agencies will use the Web to inform citizens of the
cases before them, allow access to the development of rules, and make
more transparent the decisions they make, as the Department of
Transportation already does through its Docket Management System
o Budget and Performance Integration
 Administration plans to formally integrate performance review with
budget decisions
 OMB will work with agencies to select objectives for a few important
programs, assess what programs do to achieve these objectives, how
much that costs, and how effectiveness could be improved
 Agencies will be expected to identify high quality outcome measures,
accurately monitor the performance of programs, and begin
integrating this presentation with associated cost
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Administration is transmitting legislative changes that will make
budgeting and management in the Executive Branch more
performance-oriented and improve accountability. Administration
will propose a bill to fully fund employee retirement benefits, taking a
step toward simplifying the rules for opening government support
services to more competition by substituting a budgetary cost
measure for the current complex cost comparison. A second bill will
align other costs with results, and provide a framework for a more
transparent budget presentation
 Administration will attempt to integrate more completely information
about costs and programs performance in a single oversight process
Program Initiatives
o Faith Based and Community Initiative
 Identify and work to eliminate improper federal barriers to effective
faith-based and community-serving programs through legislative,
regulatory, and programmatic reform
 Stimulate an outpouring of private giving to nonprofits, faith-based
pro-grams, and community groups by expanding tax deductions and
through other initiatives
 Pioneer a new model of cooperation through federal initiatives that
expand the involvement of faith-based and community groups in
after-school and literary services, help the children of prisoners, and
support other children in need
o Privatization of Military Housing – DoD
 Increased reliance on public-private partnerships
 Increased funding for housing construction and public-private
partnerships
 Increased funding for housing allowances to eliminate out-of-pocket
expenses by service members
 Increased reliance on private-sector housing as the primary source of
housing
o Better R&D Investment Criteria
 Administration is developing objective investment criteria for federal
R&D projects
 DOE, which will spend more than $7.7 billion (more than 40 percent)
of its 2001 budget on a broad range of research activities, will pilot
this initiative
 DOE and OMB are developing performance criteria for applied
research and development programs
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DOE and OMB are coordinating this effort with other White House
offices and are soliciting input from other R&D agencies, experts in
research management, and groups with an interest in the federal R&D
portfolio to improve investment criteria and their implementation
 OMB will assist in the transfer of investment criteria to the rest of
DOE, and other Departments and applicable agencies with applied
R&D programs in time to assist in the formulation of the President’s
2004 Budget
o Elimination of Fraud and Error in Student Aid Programs and Deficiencies in
Financial Management
 Secretary of Education has launched a major effort to address these
financial and management issues. The goals are to resolve issues
preventing ED from achieving an unqualified audit opinion on its
financial statements and to have student financial assistance
programs removed from GAO’s high-risk list by successfully
addressing management deficiencies. When these goals are
accomplished, ED will have a reliable financial management system
that minimizes vulnerability to fraud, waste, and abuse, and produces
accurate and timely data for oversight and decision-making purposes.
 Administration has established a Management Improvement Team
(MIT) within ED. The MIT, comprised of nearly a dozen senior-level
managers, is responsible for identifying, tracking, cataloguing, and
resolving all audit issues and management items. Through the
beginning of June 2001, the MIT had successfully resolved or closed
more than three-fourths of the major audit issues.
 Administration is analyzing options for improving income verification
of student financial assistance programs while providing for security
and protecting taxpayer privacy
o Management and Performance – HUD
 Strengthen oversight of housing intermediaries using a new database
and management rating system to hold them responsible for results
 Promptly replace management of public housing authorities and
sanction private owners of subsidized projects when these
intermediaries are in substantial default of their contractual
obligations, to maintain clean, safe housing units
 Reduce overpaid rent subsidiaries
 Improve FHA risk management
 Strengthen program controls
 Reduce meaningless compliance burdens
o Broaden Health Insurance Coverage through State Initiatives - HHS
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o A right-sized overseas presence – DOS, DoD, Justice, Commerce, Agriculture,
Treasury, AID, and other Agencies operating overseas
 The Administration will analyze and review overall U.S. government
presence and develop a credible and comprehensive overseas staffing
allocation process. This process will provide the Administration with
a means to link overseas assignment with overall U.S. government
policy, funding, and agency construction planning
o Reform of Food Aid Programs – AID, DOS, Agriculture
o Coordination of VA and DoD Programs and Systems
 Enhance coordination and delivery of veterans benefits and services
by implementing recommendations of the Task Force to Improve
Health Care Delivery to Veterans
 Enact authority with the goal of having military retirees, who are also
eligible for VA medical care, select a health care program through
annual open enrollment seasons
 Quality involves not only the standard of care provided by a
health care program, but also the coordination of all health
care services when multiple doctors or pharmacies serve one
patient. Military retirees may obtain health care from both
agencies at any time
 Improve VA health care enrollment data system

2002 E-Gov Report – Creating a performance based electronic
government








Federal IT expenditures amount to $48B annually; most expenditures were not
justified by mission-aligned performance measures
o Practice represents “high risk” business practice that could result in failed IT
projects and losses to taxpayer
President’s Management Agenda, Citizen Centered Electronic Government, focuses
on the “use of the Internet to empower citizens, allowing them to request
customized information from their government when they need it, not just when the
government wants to give it to them
PMA calls on agencies to focus their application of information technology on
improving agency mission performance, enhancing information security,
maintaining information privacy, reducing duplication and coordinating efforts with
other agencies in an integrated manner
10 Key Themes from Agency FY 2002 e-Government Initiatives:
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1. Administration and OMB are cited for their strong leadership of egovernment initiatives, though some improvements are needed
2. Agencies generally fail to use mission-aligned IT performance measures to
justify, manage and evaluate the success of e-government
3. Agencies need to become more creative and willing to “blow up” old program
structures with technology
4. Non-governmental intermediaries are providing greater opportunities to
borrow rather than build an e-government solution
5. E-government is increasingly focusing on the citizen again, but not all egovernment initiatives are “citizen-centered”
6. CIO’s are assuming an appropriate role of “enabler” of agency business
processes and are more integrated with the rest of the agency’s leadership
7. More program managers are playing leadership roles in e-government, but
more needs to be done to engage all program managers in e-government
leadership roles
8. Excellent cross-agency coordination is seen in the priority e-government
initiatives, but stovepiped systems and processes remain an obstacle to an
integrated e-government
9. Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) is recognized as the necessary but
missing scaffolding for all agency e-government initiatives
10. Establishing clear priorities is paying off in generating attention to and
sufficient funding for key e-government initiatives
Project Recommendations
1. Supplement the PMA e-Government Scorecard
2. Continue to Set Guidelines While Encouraging Flexibility
3. Integrate IT Performance Measures with Other Agency Performance
Measures as Part of a Single Strategic Management Approach
4. Integrate Selection of Performance Measures with the Agency’s Capital Plan
and Information Technology Investment Management (ITIM) Model
5. Focus on the Vital Few Measures of e-Government Performance
6. Imperfect Performance Information is Better than No Performance
Information
7. Don’t Let Lack of Baseline Information Deter Measurement Approaches
8. Agencies Should Align e-Government Measurement Initiatives with Efforts to
Improve Financial Management
9. Expanded Emphasis by OMB on IT Performance Measures in Budget
Justifications · Harness the Power of Competition by Tasking Multiple Teams
with a Common Challenge
10. OMB Should Continue its Measurement of Common Programs and Expand its
Common Measurement Approach to Include Common Business Processes
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11. Agencies and OMB Provide Room for Innovation by Encouraging Small,
Scalable and Inter-Operable Pilot Applications of e-Government Ideas
12. OMB Should Begin a Transparent Process in Early 2003 for the Next Round
of e-Government Priority Projects
13. OMB and Congressional Appropriators Should Allow Agencies to Keep Cost
Savings from e-Government Initiatives
14. Expand Partnerships with Intermediaries Who Can Effectively Deliver or Add
Value to Government Services
15. OMB Should Expand Analysis of “Alternatives” in OMB Exhibit 300 to Include
Systems Supported by Intermediaries
16. Devise Common Performance Measures with Program Partners and
Intermediaries
17. Agencies Should Adopt Customer-Oriented Performance Measures Based on
Clearly Identified Customer “Values”
18. OMB Should Provide Funding and Paperwork Reduction Act Clearance for
Agency e-Government Client Surveys
19. Align CIO Office Structures to Agency Business Processes
20. Organize Agency Business Processes-Oriented Teams Comprised of IT and
Program Staff
21. Improve Internal Agency Coordination
22. Provide Cross-Agency Funding for Cross-Agency Initiatives
23. Tackle the Issue of Privacy and Security in a Cross-Agency Context
24. Expand OMB’s Role in Government-Wide Standard Setting
25. Use the Department of Homeland Security as a Pilot for the FEA
26. Agencies Should Prioritize their e-Government Investments
4 Key Research Tasks in Government-Wide Survey
1. Clearly Define and Identify Citizen Centered IT
2. Identify Critical Success Factors
3. Document Measures of Cost Savings and Improved Program Performance
4. Recognize IT Performance Leaders
Projects were mapped into 4 categories
1. Performance Case Made, Performance Results Achieved
2. Performance Case Made, Performance Results Not Achieved
3. Performance Case Not Made, Performance Results Achieved
4. Performance Case Not Made, Performance Results Not Achieved
Performance Leaders received special recognition based on 4 categories of awards
1. Overall Performance Management
2. Achievement of Cost Efficiencies
3. Improved Program Performance Results
4. Effective Use of Partnerships and Management of Cross Agency Initiatives
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Status and Trends in E-Government
 Continued Evolution in Public Expectations of e-Government
 Continued Move from “Transactional” to “Transformational” e-Government
Initiatives
 Aggressive e-Government Leadership by Bush Administration through the
President’s Management Agenda
 Initiatives
 Integrating Performance Into Budgeting
 Citizen-Centered e-Government
 Improved Financial Management
 Strategic Management of Human Capital
 Competitive Sourcing
 E-Government PMA Scorecard Criteria
 Strategic Value
 IT Program Performance
 E-Government and GPEA Implementation
 Greater IT Budget Scrutiny and Accountability for Results
 Focus on Business Architecture
 Targeting “Higher Payoff” E-Government Initiatives
 A Tour of Agency Initiatives
Performance Measure
 Strategize to achieve Key Agency Outcomes
 Communicate Priorities and Focus Attention on Results
 Motivate Internal Managers and External Partners to Integrate and
Coordinate Under the e-Government Strategy
 Manage to Reduce Risk of Failure and Maximize Impact of e-Government
Initiatives
Dimensions of Mission Aligned IT Performance Measures to Enhance Value
 Cost Efficiencies
 Improved Program Performance
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2002 DOL IT Project Management





Project Managers must focus on 3 dimensions of project success: budget, time and
quality
Benefits of focusing on IT project management include improved ability to make IT
investment decisions, efficient planning and control of IT projects, responsiveness to
federal oversight entities and compliance with applicable laws and regulations, and
on-schedule, on-cost projects that provide the functionality required to support the
accomplishment of the Department’s strategic objectives
Includes IT Project Management Framework which introduces the concept of
managing a project throughout its life cycle with phases from the beginning
(Conceptual planning) to the end (disposition)

2002 OMB – Circular No. A-11 Section 300: Planning, budgeting,
acquisition and management of capital assets





Instructs on budget justification and reporting requirements for major IT
investments
Agencies must establish and maintain a capital programming process that links
mission needs and capital assets in an effective and efficient manner
o Process will integrate the agency’s capital investments, strategic and
performance plans prepared pursuant to the Government Performance and
Results Act of 1993, financial management plans prepared pursuant to the
CFO Act of 1990, information resource management plans prepared pursuant
to the Clinger-Cohen Act, method for performance based acquisition
management under Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994 and budget
formulation and execution processes
Exhibit 300 consists of 2 parts, each of which is designed to collect information that
will assist agency management and OMB during budget review
o Agencies must review their portfolio of capital assets each year to determine
whether it continues to meet agency mission needs reconciled with existing
capabilities, priorities and resources
o Capital asset investments should be compared against one another, rated and
ranked using decision criteria (such as investment size, complexity, technical
risk, expected performance benefits or improvement) to create a prioritized
portfolio
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2001 MITRE – Federal Pilot Architecture Project Analysis and Lessons
Learned






Project purpose was to test the use of 8 of the C4ISR architecture framework
products to document architectures developed in accordance with the Federal
Enterprise Architecture Framework
Recommendations:
o Incorporate into the FEAF the 8 DoD products listed below tailored with non
DoD terminology and examples to make them blend better into the FEAF
 Overview & Summary Information
 Integrated Dictionary
 High level Operational Concept Definition
 Operational Node Connectivity Description
 Operational Information Exchange Matrix
 Activity Model
 System Interface Description
 Technical Architecture Profile
o Standard data definitions are needed to increase interoperability and design
the data architecture
o Examine additional DoD products for their integration into the FEAF
o Continue to develop the proposed international trade segment
o Continue to develop the proposed grants segment by developing the 8
products for the grants management processes used by federal agencies as
follows
Secondary Recommendations
o Develop and provide general advice on architecture viewpoint, purpose and
scope issues
o Explore better electronic, web-oriented presentation styles for large models
o Develop some general guidelines on how to determine how deep to go in the
Activity Model and what detail to include at what level for federal segments
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1998 ITRB – Lessons Learned


Lessons learned from myriad of project management issues and challenges that
faced Federal executives, program and information systems managers, and end
users today. Lessons learned are organized into 7 core areas:
o Effective executive leadership and management, in and of itself, cannot
guarantee a project’s success, but no project will succeed without committed,
knowledgeable, active executive involvement. Leading organizations:
 Develop and manage the integration of architectures that support
business, standards, and technology
 Empower a central point of accountability for technical decisions,
including standards and architecture issues for IT projects
 Ensure that a:
 Business model comparable with a project’s scope is developed
that is consistent with the overall architecture framework
 Project’s overall architecture provides for the common needs
of related organizations
 Project complies with the strategic plan and IT architecture of
the parent organization
 Use experts to facilitate process improvement and information
modeling at all levels
 Perform, document, and periodically update each IT project’s cost
benefit analysis and life cycle cost estimates to guide major milestone
go/no-go decisions
 Establish and implement a risk management plan that focuses on risk
assessment and change control
 Establish a configuration control process that considers cost,
schedule, performance, and priorities consistent with established
baselines for each project and related contracts
o Strategic Vision: Key is getting the right information to the right decisionmaker at the right time. Leading organizations:
 Develop a strategic plan and IT investment process that implements
the priorities and mission-critical requirements of their
organizational components
 Address strategic planning from both a business and IT perspective to
facilitate executive decision-making and work process reengineering
 Publish a concept of operations to communicate clearly the strategic
view of how a particular IT system will operate in future years
 Unify the enterprise architecture to provide a:
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Framework so that each IT system fits within the overall
agency IT systems and technical environment
 Foundation for making strategic decisions about the
acquisition and deployment of information technology.
o Organization: IT is not an invisible commodity. It is a resource vital to an
organization’s business success. Leading organizations:
 Foster organizational alignments between the CIO and agency,
program, and contract leadership to provide an overall management
process for each IT system
 Clarify project and management roles, particularly with respect to
work done within business lines to meet program goals
 Focus primarily on processes and data that are:
 Necessary for enterprise level management
 Essential to missions and multiple business lines
 Seek ways to identify and leverage resources across missions and
business lines
 Implement a communication infrastructure and process that facilitate
and document the vertical and horizontal exchange of information
o Chief Information Officer: As the highest ranking IT executive in the
organization, the CIO must communicate the advantages of effective project
management to ensure that new and existing systems continuously deliver
enhanced business performance. CIOs in leading organizations:
 Works with agency, program, and contract leadership to provide an
overall management process for each IT system
 Creates a strategic IT plan that reflects the needs of the enterprise,
and promotes a disciplined implementation of common initiatives
 Fosters a strong customer orientation to assure that business
objectives take precedence
 Defines and directs architectural compliance across the enterprise
level
 Guides the agency’s process of sharing and flow of common, as well as
program-specific, data among organizational components
 Employs strategic planning, policy making, performance management,
evaluation, and technical expertise to ensure balanced programmatic
and technical perspectives on IT investments
 Supports decentralized organizations when appropriate, by
establishing complementary managerial and technical structures
o Contracting: Make the contract work for you. Leading organizations:
 Ensure the involvement of the contracting officer and contracting
management from project conceptualization and routinely thereafter.
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As key members of the project management team, these individuals
ensure that contractual direction is part of the decision-making
process
 Establish clearly defined and mutually understood deliverables in the
contract that satisfy program requirements and support modular
development as defined through:
 Dependencies
 Milestones
 Decision points for go/no-go determination
 Outcomes
 Establish and adhere to the cost and schedule for definitizing all major
changes to the contract
 Ensure that each IT contract addresses the use and coordination of
review entities such as independent validation and verification teams
 Use contract incentives actively and appropriately (e.g., incentive fees,
award fees)
o IT Architecture: Investments in major information systems should be
consistent with Federal, agency, and bureau information architectures, and
integrate work processes and information flows with technology to achieve
strategic goals. Leading organizations:
 Develop a business model and systems and technical architectures to
provide for the common needs of all related organizations
 Develop a detailed concept of operations to explain functions, roles,
and responsibilities for implementing and managing the architecture
 Adopt an implementation strategy tied to approved funding levels,
that includes the:
 Incremental delivery of useable levels of functionality
 Transition of legacy systems
 Identify and prioritize the resolution of technical standards on an
ongoing basis
 If applicable, require each organizational component to develop a:
 Documented technical architecture consistent with the
framework of the overall agency level design
 Comprehensive configuration management process to enforce
the architecture
 Develop a plan to determine and assure compliance with architecture
standards and the operational environment at all levels of the
organization that is consistent with the mission and functions of the
organization
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Use business process reengineering to better define business
functions as a basis for IT investment and decision-making
o Technology: Often overlooked, yet key elements in information systems are
the definition and testing of system requirements, off-the-shelf solutions, and
security measures. Careful attention to these elements reaps high yields and
enhances service delivery. Leading organizations:
 Establish formal system requirements, consistent with organizational
needs, and before redesigning a system, review the validity of system
requirements to ensure that resulting systems will achieve an
acceptable level of service
 Establish a risk management process that institutionalizes test and
acceptance procedures and quality assurance for products developed
in-house as well as contract deliverables
 Identify frequent milestones with a defined set of measurable
pass/fail performance criteria that comply with a pre-established test
plan, and the respective contract(s)
 Establish a coherent commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software
assessment, acquisition, deployment, and life cycle management
strategy
 Communicate the advantages and disadvantages and the cultural,
business process, technical, and maintenance issues inherent in the
use of COTS software
 Define requirements that ensure testing at the unit and systems levels
of granularity
 Assure that security experts review all security requirements and
plans for IT systems, to ensure that security threats have been
addressed in a manner that provides affordable, adequate, and
achievable security

1998 ITRB – IT Brain Drain Report


OMB asked IT Resources Board to study the impact on Federal government of the
growing shortage of IT professionals. Recommendations fall into 3 action
categories:
o Implement new management initiatives
 Seek common IT solutions across government
 Endorse and promote CIO University
 Encourage management development opportunities
 Reach out to professionals in other disciplines
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 Leverage existing executive development forums
o Change policy and regulations
 Increase rewards for performance at executive and mid-management
levels
 Permit reduced work schedules without penalties
 Eliminate time card mentality
 Increase mobility into and out of government
o Change culture
 Make improvements in the workplace
 Ensure widest possible competition
 Adopt work/life programs
 Establish mandatory rotational programs
 Encourage greater use of existing financial incentives
 Plan for succession to top jobs
Major factors influencing pool of managers and executives from which selections are
made to the top IT jobs in government
o Retirement
o Federal workplace … climate, rules, processes, culture, attitude, morale
 IT not valued
 IT leadership not valued
 Unclear responsibility for programs
 Unclear understanding of success
 Skills not maintained
 Lack of current technology
 Managing change
 Lack of developmental opportunities
 Demeaning work practices
o Draw by private sector
 More interesting work
 Higher pay
 More opportunities for advancement
o Development of candidates for senior IT positions
 Not experienced in all required disciplines
 Lack of broad perspective
 Minimal networking skills
 Education needing refreshment
o Number of candidates for senior IT positions
 Downsizing of federal workforce
 Private sector is a limited source
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1996 White House – Executive Order 13011 Federal Information
Technology



Provides a coordinated approach that builds on existing structures and successful
practices to provide maximum benefit across the Federal Government
According to the policy, executive agencies should
o Significantly improve management of their information systems by
implementing relevant provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995,
IT Management Reform Act of 1996 and Government Performance and
Results Act of 1993
o Refocus IT management to support directly their strategic missions,
implement an investment review process that drives budget formulation and
execution for information systems, and rethink and restructure the way they
perform their functions before investing in IT to support that work
o Establish clear accountability for information resources management
activities by creating agency CIOs with the visibility and management
responsibilities necessary to advise the agency head on the design,
development and implementation of those information systems
o Cooperate in the use of IT to improve productivity of Federal programs and
to promote a coordinated, interoperable, secure and shared Government
wide infrastructure that is provided and supported by a diversity of private
sector suppliers and a well-trained corps of IT professionals
o Establish an interagency professionals; improve management and use of IT
within and among agencies by developing IT procedures and standards and
by identifying and sharing experiences, ideas and promising practices and
provide innovative, multi-disciplinary, project specific support to agencies to
enhance interoperability, minimize unnecessary duplication of effort and
capitalize on agency successes
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